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KME!RESSORWITH VARICUS BLADE MODIFICATIONS “

By Arthur A. Medeiros, William A. Benser, and James II.

SUMMARY”

Hatch

The over-all performance of a 16-stage axial-flow compressor
designed for a total-pressureratio of 8.75 was determined,and it was
found that both low efficienciesand a severe surge limit at inter-
media.te speeds would pose serious accelerationproblems for an engine in
which the compressorwould be used. Interstate data obtained from this
compressor indicated that the severe surge limit at intermedlate .speeds
waa the result of ‘thesimultaneousstall of the first six or seven
stages of the compressor. This shnultsneousstall phenomenon could be
the result of-matchingthe inlet stages of this compressotiso that they
reach their stall point simultaneously. If this were the case, it would
be expected that resetting the first and second stageswith respect to

4 the others would minimize the simultaneousstall problem. However,
altering the stage-matckhg point of the first two stages did not
appreciablyaffect the simultaneousstall phenomenon except to change

‘*’ the.speed at which it occurred. For this reason, the various blade
reseatingsattempted in this investigationtid not alleviate the severe
surge problem at intermediatespeeds. The general shape of the surge
line was’matitained with all compressor configurationstivestigated,
except that some change in speed at which the severest surge limit.
occurred could be effectedby blade resetting.

-.

The results also indicated that a stage-matchinganalysis previously
reported predicted the effect of blade resetting at low and high speeds.
The stage-matchinganalysis did not accuratelypredict the &“Anges in

.-—

performanceat the intermediatespeeds, because the simultaneousstall of
a group of itiet stages was neglected in the analysis. Alleviating the
severe surge problem at intermediatespe-eds,therefore, reqpires a more
complete knowledge of stage stall and interactioneffects.

.-
Until this

...
knowledgebecomes available, the use of variable-geometryengines,and
compressorbleed may be required to obtain usefi”lperformance iiithe
intermediatespeed range.

s IN’TROIXJCTION

In order to improve high-altitudeperformance and fuel economy of
turbojet engines designed for t.ransonicflight speeds, high compressor.
pressure ratios are desired. Because axial-flow compressorsin general . ...’.
have high flow capacitiesand efficienciesnecessary to obtain high
engine thrust and low specific fuel consumption,this type compressor is

,“.-
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applicable for high-pressure-ratio engines. Multistage axial-flow com-
pressors, however, can achieve peak efficiency on all stages only at a
single condition.of speed and over-all pressure ratio. In general, the
blade elements and area ratios comprising the @age design are selected
for the specified engine design conditions. At low speeds the density
ratio across the stages is le”ssthan design, and as a result choked flow
in the exit stages limits the weight flow and causes the front stages to
stall. Conversely, at high speeds the front stages choke and the rear
stages tend to-stall. In general, the higher the over-all pressure ratio
of the co~ressor, the nmre Limited is the speed range over which effi-
cient compressorperforWme can be obtained for a“fixed geometry. In
addition, the surge-limit lines of high-pressure-ratioaxial-flow com-
pressors are usually unfavorable, in that the surge pressure ratio is
low at low speeds”and increases only slightly with speedup to about
80 percent of design speed.and.then increases rapidly. The point at
which the rapid change in slope of the surge-limit line occwcs iS here~
termed a knee or kink in the surge Mne. This knee md the low yart-
speed efficiencies lead to definite acceleration limits for h@h-pressure-
ratio engines.

Two possible solutions to this part-speed performance problem would
be the use of variable-geometrys3ngle-spool compressors in which the
stages could be rematched at off-design speed, or twin-spool compressors
which rotate at different speed ratios at part-speed and high-speed
operation. The twin-spool engine, however, is more complex in regard
to mechanical design, component matching, and control techniques
(ref. 1)j and the variable-geometry engine would also pose control “
problems. With respect to simplicity, therefore, the fixed-geometry
single-spool-compressorengine Is desirable.

In reference 2 an imalytical study was made with a stage-matching
technique to determine the magnitudes of shift of stage operating ~ints
with speed of a single-spool high-pressure-ratiocompressor. This
analysis also considered various design-point compromises aimed at
improved low-speed performance of high-pressure-ratioaxial-flow com-
pressors. The results of the analysis inMcated that if the identity
of the single-stageperformance were preserved in a multistage compressor,
there wouldbe no sharp changes in the slo~e of the surge Mae with
Increasing speed. It,was further indicate(lthat lsrge improvements in
low-speed efficiency with some sacrifice in high-speed efficiency could
be obtained whenroptinmm stage matching was set for speeds below design.

In order to determine the source of the knee in the surge-limit line
snd to evaluate experimentally.ythe.general stage-matching characteristics
in a multistage compressor, a 16-stage axial-flow compressor @ving a
design pressure ratio of 8.75 was instrumentedat the discharge of each
stage and”run over a range of flows from maximum to surge for each of
several speeds from 50 to 100 percent of design speed. These data are

●
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presented on a

3

basis of over-all performance of the compressor, individual

y
stage performance, and the performance of groups of four stages. In
addition, over-all performance =d some interstage performance data were
taken with various stage-matthing compromises to evaluate the stage-
matching results obtained in the analysis.of reference 2. For experi- . .
mental simplicity,.rematching was accomplished by resetti~ of ~let
guide vanes and stator blades in the front and rear stages of the com-
pressor. This investigation was conducted at the NAC!ALewis laboratory.

APPARATUS AND INS~ION

The investigations reported herein were conducted on a 16-sta.ge
axial-flaw compressor designed to the following specifications:

Correctedweightflaw,lb/sec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..J-55
Total-pressure ratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8.75
Assumed efficiency. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.83
C!orrectedspeed, rpm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ● . . . .61OO
Tipdismeter, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33.5
Hub-to-tip-diameter ratio at first rotor inlet . . . . . . . . . . . 0.55

The compressor was driven by a synchronous motor which delivered
15,000 horsepower at 3600 rpm through a helical speed increaser with.a

* speed ratio of 2.101. The speed of the motor was variedby a variable-
frequency control.

J The installationwas as follows:

Air supply. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..”. ,Refrigeratedair

Exhaust. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Altitude*aust
Air control. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Butterfly throttles in inlet and

outlet ducting
Air metering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thin-plate, submerged orifice in

inlet ducting
Compressor inlet. . . . . . . . . . . . Depression tank 6 ft in diamete”r
Compressor insulation . . . . . . . . . . Layer of asbestos paper covered

with 2 in. glass wool

The compressor instrumentation followed, in general, the recommenda-
tions of refsrence 3. A schematic layout of the instrumentation and a
photograph of typical instruments used in this investigation are presented
in fimre 1. The pressure measurements were made on water and mercury
manometers and the temperature measurements on
potentiometer. The speed was measured with an
tachometer.

■

a calibrated self-balancing
electric chronometric
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. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Operation. - The compressor was operated at constant values of “ ‘-
‘corrected.speed’fr”orn-50to 100 percent of design. At each speed except”
design the pressure ratio was varied from that for maximum flow to surge. .
Maximum flow was taken as the point of approximately zero over-all
static-pressurerise. Design-speed surge p’resswe”ratiu was not Obts,tiedj
however, the maximum pressure-ratio data were considerably above the

—.

design value. The inlet conditions for each speed were held constant and ““

K

-.
.

-.
the pressure ratia’variedby a combination of inlet and discharge “ Z“
throttling. .&.-

Inlet conditions. - In order to mintiize actual compressor speed” ‘
and compressor-dischargetemperature, the inlet temperature at design
speed was held .a~approximately”-50°’F (410° R) by the ldoratory
refrigerated-air system. The inlet pressure.at design speed was limited
by the available’powerof the drive motor. ‘“”inasmuchas the ’available
gear ratios limited the motor power to 12,100 .horsepowerat design speed
for the compress~r, and the sea-level powefi.-require,dbythe compressor”
at the design point was 28,220 horsepower,--thecompressor-inletpressure
was held”at 8.1 inches of mercury absolute. The inlet conditions for
the various speeds are summerized in table I.

—

Over-au performance calculations. - The discharge total pressure
presented herein is the arithmetic average of the circumferentialand
radial measurements. Total pressures for all runs were also computed
from &l.schargestatic pressures and continuity of flow as recommended
in reference 3. Inasmuch as the agreement ~etween.the efficiencies
calculated from bpth methods was good (lessthan 1 percentage point at
peak efficiency at each speed), the simpler technique of arithmetic
averaging of pressures was used for the results presented krein.

The discharge total temperature is the.average of five radial mess-.
urements. Each measurement was obtained-from two thermocouples at the
same radius but at different circumferentialpositions connected in
series with two thermocouples in the inlet depression tank. The dis-
charge temperatures were corrected for recovery coefficient as obtained
by tunnel calibrations of the,thermocouplesi

The adiabatic efficiency was taken as the ratio of isentropic to
actual work inputs, which were calculated from the pressures and tempera-
tures by means of-the thermodynamic air-prop&ties chart in reference 3.

Stage performance calculations. - The pressures and temperat~r~es& . .=.=
the discharge of each stage were each arithmetically averaged. The per-
formance is presented in terms of flow coefficient, equivalent pressure

-f..T :

ratio, equivalent temperature-riseratio, and adiabatic efficiency. These. --
parameters are derived in appendix A, and the symbols used are defined
in appendix B.

7 ““

.-
,.
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Compressor Modifications

T The scope of this.investigation may be considered in two parts.
Ih the first, one compressor configuration was instrumented in eati
stage and the data were analyzed to determine the factors-leading to
the knee in the surge-limit line at intermediate speeds; in the second,
various blade modifications were made and over-all and limited inter-
state data were obtained to evaluate the effects of blade besetting on
both over-all and stage performance. .-

l?hechanges were .confinedto resetting of stator-blade rows because
of the fabrication and installation costs and delays involved with

..

rotor-blade resetting and the mechanical troubles which maY be encoun- .

k

8“

tered with rotor-blade twisting. The stator blades were reset a constant
amount from hub to tip.

The following table summarizes the blade modifications covered in
this investigation. The changes inbla~ angle are measured with
respect to the axis of the compressor. Resetting in the positive direc-
tion corresponds to closing or setting the stator blades more tan-
gentially in order to unload the next rotor row.

Designation Blade row SI@ mgle change from original design
(3v2 ~ 2s 3s 4s i2s 13s 14s 1ss

Al -- -- -- - -3° -3° -30 -30

B -- -- -- - -- -- -- --

c -- -- -- - -3° -3° -3° -30

D -- -- -- - 30 30 30 30

E 90 MO 100 100 50 -- -- -- --

F (50 60. 40 40 =J3 -30 -30 -30 -30
.

G 6° 6° -- -- - -30 -30 -30 -30

lN~ber of rotor blades in each of the last three stages
decreased 20 percent from that of other configurations.

%V=guidevane.s; S= stator.

& Configuration A was the final cotiiguration investigated and, for
the modifications investigated herein, represented the best compromise

1

.. . .....

. .

..

.-

in performance over the e=tire speed ~=ge, This co~@ation was)
therefore, the one from which the more complete performance data wereN
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obtained.. The blade-setting angles for this.modificationare the same
as those of configuration Cj however, the number of rotor blades ti-
each of the,last three stage-shas been decreased by 20 percent from
that for configuration C. “Therefore,a comparison of configurationsA
and C presents the effect of a 20-percent reduction in solidity of the
last three rotor-blade rows. ConfigurationB is the original version
which was investigated therefore, all-llade-angle changes are measured
with respect to this configuration. Ccmpartson of configurationsB,
C, and D shows the effect of changes in loading of the exit stages.

The inlet stages of modification E“were--.unloadedwith respect to
the previous compressor configurations,which correspondedto setting
the inlet stages so that their best operating point was reached at a
lower speed. ConfigurationsF and G have unloaded inlet stages &nd
loaded exit stages-as compared with configurationB. In modificaticm F
the inlet--guidevanes and the stator blades in the first four stages
were reset so as to unload the following rotors. In configuration G
only the inlet guide vane and first stage stator were reset. These two
configurations (F and G) correspond to designing the compressor to
obtain the best.stage-matchingpoint at some speed lower than the r
design speed, in an attempt to obtain better part-speed compressor
performance characteristicsand to determine”the resultant decrease
in design-speed performance.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

In the discussion which follows, all data are corrected to sea-
level conditions, and the corrected speed is-given as a percentage of “~
static sea-level design speed unless otherwise specified.

Performance Analysis of

Over-all performance. - The inlet
pressure ratio, and the efficiency for
figure 2. Two sets of data are shown:

Configuration A

weight flow, the over-all total-
configurationA are presented in
one for which the compressor

was instrumented otiy for over-all performan~e, the other for which the
compressor was instrumented with a total-pre~re probe and a total-
temperature probe in each stator-blade row in”addition to the over-al2-
performsnce instrumentation. It is interesting to note thst this rather
extensive instrumentationhad only a slight effect on over-all compressor
performsace. At the design pressure ratio of8.75 at desi~ speedj.the-
weight flow is 162 ~ounds per second as compared with the design weight
flow of 155 pounds per second. The efficiency at this point is 0.81,
which was the peak efficiency at design speed. Thelpeak efficiency
increases slightly with decreasing speed from design to a maximum of “
0.83”at 85 percent speed, then decreases rapidly to 0.60 at 50 perceht
speed.

qq3m@3i!SjiE
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The mmge p~essure ratio increases slowly with speed from 50 to
80 percent speed, then increases rapidly from 80 percent to design speed,

3 so that W== is a ~= in the sm&~@t We at aPProx~teW 80 p=- .
cent speed. The rapid,change in the surge pressure ratio at inter-
mediate speeds is also reflected in the weight flow at surge when

—

plotted against speed, as presented in figure 3. Although the change
in maximum weight flow is relatively continuous with speed, the surge
weight flow increases rapidly between speeds of 75 and 77.5 percent and
results in a very narrow flow range at 77.5 percent speed. This type

2 surge characteristic is typical for high-pressure-ratio axial-flow~
compressors.

Because of the low compressor efficiencies and the severe surge
limit at intermediate speeds, acceleration problem wo~d probablybe
encountered in a turbojet engine using this compressor; the engine
operating line would cross into the surge region at intermediate engine
speeds. Therefore, some mems~ such as compressor air bleed or variable
engine geometry, m.st be used to o%tain satisfactory engime acceleration
to design speed and thrust conditions.

Individual stage performance. - In order to determine the stage-
matching factors which result in the low efficiencies and the severe
surge limit at Intermediate speeds, total pressure and temperature data
were obtained at the discharge of each stator-blade row for a n~ber of

* speeds and air flows. The over-all compressor operating conditions at
which these stage data were obtained are shown in figure 2.

.
Individual

? stage.data for all speeds sre corrected to design speed and presented
in the form of the equivalent stage perfo~~ce parameters derived in

-.

appendix A.

Figure 4(a) presents the equivalent pressure ratio, equivalent
temperature-rise ratio, and atiabatic t~Pera~re-rise efficiency against __
flow coefficient for the first stage. The maximLuuflow coefficient of
0.72 is attained at design speed, and as speed is decreased the flow
coefficient decreases. Inasmuch as the angle of attack increases with
decreasing flow coefficient, the angle of attack in this stage is
increasing with decreasing speed. The peak equivalent pressure ratio
is 1.28 at a flow coefficient of 0.60. For values of flow coefficient
below 0.60, the stage is stalled, as tidicatedby the decreasing equiva-
lent pressure ratio. Also for values of flow coefficient.below 0.60,
the equivalent temperature-rise ratio increases rapidly -d the stage
efficiency decreases markedly. .-

The stage performance at flows below stall is difficult to evaluate
accurately because of the effect of the flow disturb=ces set up by the

w stall of a stage on steady-state instrumentation. Also, the arithmetic
averag~ of radial data used herein weights data at all radii equally.
The arithmetic average is therefore indicative

m
of performance when the
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stage Is unstalled and the r’adialdistributions of flow are”uni.form.
When the stage is stalled, however, the radial distributions are no
longer uniform, and the arithmetic averages will weight the values.over
the stalled, low flow regions of the blade height, the same as”those
over the unstalled portioh of the blade. For this reason, the decrease
in pressure ratio and the increase in temperature~riseratioat flows ..
below stall are probably accentuated for the first stage. Ina6much as
the discharge conditions for one stage are the inlet conditions for the
next stage, any di~crepacies in the performance of a stage will be
reflected in the performance of the neti stage. Therefore, if the ~,
decrease in performance at flows below sta~”ts exaggerated in the
first stage, it is attenuated in the second stage. The stage-pressure-
ratio curves at flows below stall can evaluate only the trend of per-
formance changes with flow and not the absolute magnitude.

Equivalent pressure ratio”against f-lowcoefficient for stages 2
through 16 is presented in figures 4(b) to 4(p). Because of the diffi-
culties involved In accurately measuring the small temperature rise
across a single stage, the temperature-riseratio and stage efficiency-
were not considered sufficiently accurate tb warrant presentation. “The
changes in efficiency with pressure ratio for these stages were con-
sistent with the trends of the first stage; that is, the peak efficiency
was at a flow slightly higher than that for peak pressure ratio. ‘

The flow coefficient for stages 2 thro@h 7-also decreases with
decreasing speed, and the range of flow coefficients’covered successively
decreases with stage number. The general characteristicsof these stages
are the same as those of the inletstage and indicate
flow associated with low speeds. ~

stall at the low

operate over a
is essentially

As predicted in reference 2, stages 8 through 10
very narrow range of equivalent pressure ratio, which
independent of speed, and, from the small change in pressure ratio with”
change in flow coefficient, appear to be opez%ing close to the peak
available pressure ratio for these stages. :-.

Stages I.1thro’hgh16 operate on the negative-slope,unstalled side
of the peak pressure-ratio point and indicate decreasing values of flow-
coefficient for “increasingspeeds. Stages I-5and 16 are turbining over
a large part of their operating range. These stages also exhibit a
decrease in maximum flow coefficientwith increasing speed, partly
because of the omission of the Mach number term in the flow coefficient
(see appendix A) and partly because of the change in negative stall
mgl.e of ’attackwith Mach nuniber. The”waIL static pressure and the
average total pressure were used to calculate an approximate stage Mach-,
nu?iberand the corrections made.to thefbw coefficient for-the sixteenth
stage at several speeds___These correctionsweiw not sufficient-to
correlate the maximum flow coefficient for this stage, which indicates
that the negative stall angle of attack increases with increasing “Wch.
number.
cascade

This increase
data (ref. 4).

is in agreement with the results of high-speed

@ ~ENT~:;,&-
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Stage stall and interactions. - The stage-matching analysis of
reference 2 predicts that as the speed of an axial-flow compressor is~
decreased from design speed, the angle of attack in the inlet stages

.-

increases and at some speed the inlet stage stalls. Further decreases -
in speed result in stall of the second stage, then the third stage, and
SO forth.

In the experimental stage data presented in figure 4, the inlet
stage stalls at a flow coefficient of approximately 0.60. No single
value of flow coefficient can define the stall point of-a stage because
of the limitations of the flow coefficient in representing an average
angle of attack for the stage, because of the effects of Mach number
on the stall angle of attack, and because of the chsmges h radial flow
distributions with speed. From the perfomnance of the inlet stage
(fig. 4(a)), it is conclusive that this stage is stalled at all flows
for speeds of 75 percent and lower. Within the limits of the assump-
tions made in appendix A to obtain the equivalent performance parameters
and the accuracy obtainable with the small pressure and temperatur~
rises across a single stage, it appears that the stall flow coefficient ___
for the first stage lies in the range of flow coefficients from 0.56
to 0.61. It is significant to note that all surge points from 77.5 to
85 percent speed are in this.narrow range of”flow coefficients; whereas,
at other speeds there is a large spread of surge flow coefficient with
speed for the first stage.

z

In the second sts.gethe same trends are observed. This stage is
t also definitely stalled at all flows for speeds of 75 percent and lower,

and there is a large displacement with speed in surge flow coefficient
at these low speeds. Again the surge flow coefficients at speeds from
77.5 to 85 percent all are in a small rsmge of flow coefficients from
0.54 to 0.58. The decrease ti pressure ratio at flows below stall is .
very slight for this stage as compared wi-ththat of the first stage,
psrtly because of the previously stated exaggeration of the drop in
pressure ratio at flows below stall in the first stage and hence the
attenuation of the drop in pressure ratio of the second stage at these -
same flows.

The performance of stages 3 through 6 is also consistent with that
of the first two stages, in that a spread ’inflow coefficient at surge
with speed is observed at speeds from 50 to 75 percent imclusivelyj
whereas, the surge flow coefficients for speeds from 77.5 to 85 percent
are all in a narrow range of flow coefficients: It also appears that
these stages are stalled at flow coefficients below those for surge at
speeds of 77.5 to 85”percent. It is difficult to determine from the
stage data whether stages 7 and 8 are stalled at low speeds.

~i
The stages

beyond the eighth do not appear to be stalled over the flow range inves-
tigated (to the point of incipient surge at each speed up to 90 percent
of design).*

-.

-.
..

. -.
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In contrast to the results of reference 2, therefore, the experi-
mental results presented here-inindicate that the stall of the inlet
stage and stall of at least the following five stages are coincident.
It is possible that in this compressor the.first six stages are set
such that they will all reach their stall po-intsimultaneously. How---
ever, if this were the case, it would be eiipectedthat changing the
setting of the first and”second stages with re~pect to the others would
eliminate this pr.obl~, As will be shown, altering the stage-matching
point of the ftist two stages had no effect on the.,simultaneousstall
phenomenon. Another reason for the simultaneous stall phenomenon lies
in stage ‘interactioneffects which may be set up by stall of the inlet.
stage. Reference 5 has shown that pressure-risestall of a blade,row_
is unstable; and when a blade row stalls, one or more low flow regions
rotate about the axis of the compressor. If a stage of a multistage
axial-flow compressor stalls and these rotating flow regions me
initiated, it is likely that the perfo~ance of some stages ahead and
behind the stalled stage will.be adversely ‘affected,partic~lerly if “
these stages are near their own stall.point.

Hot-wire anemometer and pressure transducer data were obtained in
this compressor to verify the existence of rotating stall. Insufficient
datawere obtained to determine the origin of the stall, the variation
in stall flow pattern with speed and flow, and the extent to which the
compressor stages are affected by the rotating stall. Although the
number of stalled regions was not determined, it is indicated from the
frequency of the stall patterns (58 cycles/see) that stall in this
compressor is a hub-to-tip stall (type 1 stall in ref. 5), which refer-
ence 5 has shown to be the limit of efficient stage operation.

Although the stall could-initiate in ahy stage of this compressor; -
it is most likely; from the results of reference 2, that the inlet stage
will be the first to stall. The low flow regions set up by the unstable
stall.phenomenon of this stage result in locally high angles of attack
in the second stage, so that this stage is operating stalled over some
portion of its annulus; and although the average flow coefficient for
the second stage may not be sufficient for stall, the performance of
the second stage will be decreased. This interactionph&omenon is ““
indicated in at least the second to &&h stages of”tlrk co~ressor, –
and as a result the pressure ratio over this large group of stages
decreases suddenly when the inlet stage stalls.

—

.,.

,-

.-—

.-
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It may be concluded that decreased speed results in increased angle =
of attack in the inlet stage, so that.at some speed the stage will be
stalled even at the maximum flow attainable.

c=
Also, because of the

instability of the flow for the s-tailedinlet stage,
at least the following five stages will be adversely
ously with stall of the inlet stage.

the performance of
affected simultane- ‘=–~’

..— ---J
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Stage group performance. - In order tm illustrate the stage inter-
action effect on a group of stages and to minimize the effects of pre-

a cision of measurements obtatiable with stage data, the equivalent per-
formance parameters were computed for four groups of four stages each.
The method of obtaining the equivalent performance parameters presented
in appendix A is based.on a one-dimensional vector diagram for a single
blade row and is therefore not directly applicable to groups of stages.
However, the stage group curves are still representative of the per-
formance of the stages, except that it cannot be expected that all
speeds will lie on a single curve. The equivalent stage performance
obtained for stage groups must be considered inadequate for comparison
of performance of the group over a large speed range but is applicable
for the qualitative evaluation of the stage groups for the narrow speed
range over which the stage interactions are important.

The stage group performance data are presented in figure 5. The ‘
flow coefficient is that at the inlet to the group of stages under con-
sideration, and the equivalent speed ratio used to obtain the equivalent
performance parameters is also that at the inlet to the groups of
stages.

The equivalent pressure ratio over the first four stages (fig. 5(a))
reaches a maximum of 2.25 at a flow coefficient of approximately 0.60,

I corresponding to surge flow at speeds from 80 to 85 percent of design
speed. At flaws below approximately 0.60, the slope of the pressure- -
ratio curve is positive, indicating stall of these stages.. The peak

t effici~ncy of this group of stages occurs at a flow coefficient of 0.65.
.-..

The performance of the second group of stages (5 through 8) is pre-
sented in figure 5(b). The trends of performance changes with flow
coefficient and the change in flow coefficient with speed are similar
to those of the first group of four stages. The flow coefficient
decreases with decreasing speed. The pesk equivalent pressure ratio
is 2.10 at a flow coefficient of 0.56, which corresponds to surge flow
at all speeds frcm 77.5 to 90 percent of design. The pressure ratio
drops sharply at flow coefficientsbelow 0.56. There is some indicatio~
of a double value of pressure ratio at a flow coefficient of 0.56. The
higher value of pressure ratio occurs at flows for which the ffist group

-..

of stages is unstalled, and the lower value occurs at flows for which
the inlet stages are stalled. This may be because of the stage inter-
action effect set up by stall of the inlet stsge as previously discussed.
The performance of the second group of stages at flows below 0.56 is
inconsistent in that the temperature-rise ratio decreases with decreasing .
flow, the pressure-ratio curves are’displacedby speed, and the pressure
ratio is higher for 50 percent speed than either 65 or 75 percent speed.
The decrease in temperature-rise ratio at low flows is partly tie to

1 the inaccuracy of measurement at the low temperature rises associated
with the low speeti and partly due to the effect of arithmetically

n
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averaging th<.radial,Weasureiientswhen the Yadial flow distributions
are not uniform. The equivalent.pressure ratio may be inaccurate at
low speeds for the same reasons. The displqcemeqt of the dqta with
speed is a result of -ending the application of the equivalent per-
fo~ce parameters to more than one stage._.Within the limits of the
data it appears that the efficiency of this group of stages is essen-
tially constant over the flow coefficient range from 0.65 (maximum
flow at design speed) to 0.56 (surge flow at all speeds from 77.5 to
90 percent). Although the data indicate an increase in efficiency at
flow coefficientsbelow 0.56, it is more likely that the efficiency
actually decreases. .-

The last two groups of stages are operating on
unstalled portion of the characteristicscurve over
and flow range. The range of operation of ~~ages 9
(fig. 5(c)) is essentially the ssme at all.speeds.
this range is practically constant, which indicates
are operating at peak efficiency.

Stages 13 through 16 (fig. 5(d)) are ti,i~bining

.-.:

.—

—
— .

.
.

the negative-slope, ----–. .’
the entire speed

. .

through 12 .-.=
The’efficiency over ‘.~~--.”:%
that the stages --

over most of the _:. -:-:-:n-
flow range at speeds below 80 percent spee&*_b.Them.aximurnflow coet’fi-.
cient varies with speed, as was discussed’forthe individual stage per-
formance of the sixteenth stage (fig. 4(p)). The efficiency for this
group of’stages is.shown only at points at which the Stages are not
turbining. Although the efficiency of these stages is low at low
speeds, it increases rapidly, so that at the low flows at high speeds _
these stages are operating with a good efficiency.

—

From the stage group performance it is ihdicated that the greatest
number of stages are operating at peak.efficiency at approximately
S5 percent speed, which corresponds to the point of peak over-all com-
pressor efficiency. The stage data also in~icate that stall of ?ihe
inlet stage results in a drop in pressure rqtio, which is reflected in
the stage group pressure ratio of both the first and second groups of
stages. —..

Stage group performance at surge. - In-order to show petter the,
variation in the stagegroup operating range and the stage group surge”-
pressure ratio with speed, the data of figure 5 are.cross-plotted in
figure 6 as flow coefficient at surge and maximum flow and equivalent
stage group pressure ratio at surge against compressor speed. The inlet
stage group flow coefficient at surge (fig._6(a))increases progressively
with speed $rom 0.32 at 50 per-centspeed to_Q.46 at 75 percent syeea. “. =
The maximum flow coefficient for this same range of speeds is from 0.38
to 0.53. Reference to figure 5(a) shows that this entire rsnge of.flW--
coefficients is ‘onthe stalled pt&tion of the inlet stage group curve.
The flow “coefficientrange at these speeds for the second group of
stages-(fig.6(b)) is from 0.43 at surge flow for 50 percent’speed to ‘“””
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.
0.56 at maximum flow for 75 percent speed. Again, this range of flow
coefficients.isall on the stalled portion of the performance curve for

$ this group of stages (see fig. 5(b)). As was previouslyshown, the
third and fourth groups of stages are unstalled over the entire speed
and flow range investigated. The surge flow coefficient for the third”

--.—

group of stages increases slightly with speed from 50 to 75 percent and
.—

that for the fourth group of stages decreases slightly over the sue
speed range (figs. 6(c) and (d)).

Because the inlet group of stages isoperat.ing on the positive-
slope side of the equivalent-pressure-ratiocurve at speeds of 75 per-

...

cent and lower, the increase in surge flow coefficient with speed over
+...=.,.,

this range results in an increasing surge pressure ratio with s~eed as
.-

shown in figure 6(a). The second group surge pressure ratio is essen-
—.

tially constant from 50 to 75 percent speed (fig. 6(b)). The third
group equivalent surge pressure ratio decreases slightly over this speed .::_:
range (fig. 6(c)), whereas the equivalent surge pressure ratio for the
last group of stages increases with speed from 50 to 75 percent

--

(fig. 6(d)). The changes in pressure ratio with speed for the last two ..
.

groups of stages are consistent with the changes in flow coefficient
on the unstal.ledpo@ion of the characteristics curve.

At speeds from 77.5 to 85 percent, the surge flow coefficients for
the first two groups of stages are ti in a very parrow range corre-

Z spending to t~e peak of their respective stage group curves, shown in
figures 5(a) and 5(b). The range of flow coefficients coveredby these

t two groups, as indicatedby the.differencebetween the maximum and
minimum flow coefficients, decreases suddenly at 77.5 percent speed and
then increases slowly with speed. The same decrease in range is also
indicated for the third and fourth groups of stages; the surge flow coef-
ficient for these two groups of stages increases suddenly at 77.5 percent
speed and then decreases progressively wi}h speed. Inasmuch as the
surge flow coefficients over the range of speeds from 77.5-to 85 percent
speed for the-first two groups of stages are in a narrow range at the
peak of their characteristics curves, the equivalent surge pressure ratio
for the first two groups of stages is essentially constant over this
speed range. However, because of the limited flow range covered by the
last two groups of stages, which operate on the negatively sloped portion
of their characteristics curve (figs. 5(c) and 5(d)), the equivalent
surge pressure ratio for the third group of stages decreases slightly
from 75 to 77.5 percent speed, and the equivalent surge pressure ratio
for the last group of stages decreases markedly with the same change
in speed. The low over-all pressure ratio at surge at intermediate
speeds is therefore a result of the limited flow range, at these speeds,
which does hot permit the exit stages to operate at as,high a pressure

. ratio as would be expected.

.
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Determination of surge. - In order to evaluate the reasons for the
limited flow range:%nd the low pressure ratio-”for,~heexit stages which”
lead to the severe surge limit at intermedj.a~espeeds, it is convenient
to express the over-all pressure ratio as the product of the stage
pressure ratios: .

%6 PI P2 P3 ’16
~=~ .-x —‘qxq:” %5

Different.iationof this expression with respect to inlet weight flow
gives the following result:

r

L

*

..< ~

(1)
—

. .. .

(2)

indicate that compressor surge is likely to -
.—

slope of the characteristicpressure-ratio curve
zero. Therefore,

.- —
at surge, equation (2) 9

=-

> m

References 6 and 7
occur when the over-all
at any speed appr.oac,hes
becomes

Since the over-all presstie fa,tio p16/p~ cannot be zero, the
summation of the individual stage slopes wei~ted by the reciprocal
their respective stage pressure ratios must a~proach zero at surge:

16

E
n=l
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Pn
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.
At low compressor speeds (below 77.5 percent) the iflet stages ~e

stalled even at maximum flow. In the stable operating range of the
g compressor at these speeds, the positive slope associated with these ..

stalled stages must be balanced by the exit stages operating on the
negatively sloped, low-pres.are-ratiopart of their performance curves
(see fig. 5). As the flow is decreased, the slopes of the performance
curves of the inlet stages do not appreciably change, and the exit-
stage operating point may move up its stage curve until the over-all
slope of the compressor curve is approximately zero, resulting in
compressor surge.

..—.

-.

At intermediate speeds (77.5 to 85 percent), as the flow is -. . ‘
decreased the stall of the inlet stages sets up a rotating-staid.flow
pattern, which adversely affects the performance of the following five

.

or six stages and causes a sudden drop in pressure ratio in these.
stages, as is shown in figures 5(a) and S(b). This sudden drop

.-

in pressure ratio represents a highly positive slope for these
stages which cannot be balanced by the exit stages, and the com-
pressor surges before the exit stages can operate at the pressure
ratios that might be expected at these speeds.

The surge pressure ratio at low speeds is-low because the low
pressure ratio, positive slope of the stalled inlet stages must be
balanced by a low pressure ratio, negative slope in the exit stages.

x The severest surge Mmit occurs at speeds for which the inlet stages
are unstalled at maximum flow for the speed, but stalJ with a small

i reduction in weight flow. Although no surge data were obtained at
design and higher speeds, it is evident from the stage group curves of
figure 5 that stall of the exit groups of stages wilL become the impor-
tant determinant of surge at these speeds.

—

The stage-stacking analysis of reference 2 did not reveal any rapid
changes with speed in the flow range or surge-limit line.

—
In this

analysis, as the speed was decreased from design the inlet stages reached
—..

their stall point one stage at a time, so that the lower the speed the
greater,the number of stalled stages. The stage interaction effects ....
were neglected in the -Qsisj that is, stall of one stage was not con-
sidered to have any adverse effect on the performance of succeeding
stages, and no rapid changes in the shape of the surge line were noted.
The same stage-stacking snalysis has since been used to calculate the
off-design performance of a compressor with stage group curves similar
to those found in the investigation reported herein. These calculations

.-

did indicate a knee in the surge-tiit line at the intermediate speeds.

i Effect of Stator-Blade Resetting”

In order to investigate experimentally the effects of vsrious
m stage-matching compromises on the over-all and stage performance of
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this compressor, several blade res;ettingsweie studied.”Tlie”resettltig— ‘- ‘-~
of stator blades corresponds to shifting the..yressure-ratio curves for.
the next stage on the flow parameter sc&Le, so that increased or .... ~

:*

decreased pressure ratio for a given value “offlow coefficient is
obtained. However, resetting-the stator blades a “constant~otint from= ‘-”._ .;
hub to tip also alters the radial distribution of angle of att’ackjso “ .._
that it is not likely that the same stage characteristic curves:will be ---

obtatied.
..—

This 5.sparticularly true in the inlet stages of low hub- “~;__--
tip-dia~eter.ratio where the radial gradients and, hence, the posslble~ -~:.
change in radial ~dients are large.

----=
— &–

General considerationsof blade resettiug. - The angle of attack in
the inlet stages increases with decreasing speed, and, as has been sho&,
these stages operate at a stalled condition.qt low compressor speeds.
To obtain better part-speed performance, therefore, the inlet stages
should be unloaded so that stall angle of attack occurs at a lower speed.
If unloading of these stages is attemptedby merely resetting the-inlet
guide vanes and stator-blade rows in these stages without chsmging the _
csmber, the pressure ratio and weight-flow capacity of these stages wi~
be decreased at design speed, and if the stage originally operated close
to its flow limit at design speed, design flow may not %e attained.‘

The exit stages operate at low angles of attack at low speeds.
These stages can therefore be set to operate-close to their maximum load-
ing a~ design speed. Alsoj because it appeays.that ~ge at intermediate
speeds is not appreciably affected by the magnitude of the slope of the
pressure-ratio-characteristicscurve of the -it stages, increasing the
loading of these stages will ease the intermediate-speedsurge problem
in that they will produce a higher pressure ratio at the flow coeffi-
cients existing in these stages when sts,ll.ofthe inlet stages instigates
compressor surge. However, stall of the exit stages will be approached
at over-design-spee_dconditions encountered.at altitude_and will become
an important d&erm,inant of the surge point .atspeeds above desi~....
Therefore, there issome limit to the improvementwhich can be obtained
at intermediate speeds by loadi@ of the ,exi,~lstag.eswithout incurring _
high-speed swge problems.

-=.....

.-

The stage data obtained with configuration A indicated that the
.-.-

stages through the middle of the compressorwere operating at their peak’
efficiency at all speed~j therefore, no resetting was attempted in these ““
stages.

—.- .-

Exit=stage loading. - The one-dimensiotil stage-matchinganalysis “--‘- --”-“---
of reference .2indicates that loading of the.exit stages results in “-”~~..”~__
impioved part-speed performance with little w no eacrifice in design-

---2—

speed performs,nc’e,“at least within the limits of loading which were – 8“:
studied. “Inorder”’toverify these results un~er acfial floW &ondi-t~ons ~~ ““~~.
and to evaluate the effects of changes in exft-stage loading on the sur&”e ‘“ ‘s‘T ‘~
limit, three amounts of loading in the exit stages were attempted in.th~s .:. ? ._

.. . .-
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.
investigation. “ConfigurationB is the original version of the com-
pressor which was investigated, and resetting of the stator-bliaderows

1 is measured with respect to this configuration.

In configuration C the stator blades in the twelfth through fif-
teenth stages were reset 3° so as to load these stators and, hence, the
following rotors. In”order to study a larger range of exit-stage load-
ing, the s’tatorblades in these ssme stages were also reset 30 in the
opposite direction in configuration D so as to unload the exit stages
of the compressor. The over-all performance obtained for the compressor
with the three exit-blade settings is presented in figures 7“to 9.

For comparison purposes, the performance.curves of fi@res 7, 8,
and 9 are superimposed in-figure 10. As expected from the analysis of
reference 2 and the stage data previously obtained from configuration A;
increasing the load5ng of the exit stages results in improved low- and
intermediate-speedperformance-with little sacrifice in design-speed
performance. -

At speedsup to 75 percent of design the maximum and surge weight
flows are increased, and the surge pressure ratio is increasedby
increased loa~ of the exit stages. The surge-limit line of pressure
ratio against weight flow is, therefore, not appreciably altered over
this speed range. The maximum efficiency”of the compressor at theseI
speeds is malrkedlyimproved by increased exit-stage loading.

r’ At speeds from 80 to 85 percent of design, there are definite
changes in the surge-limit line. As the loading in the exit stages is
increasbd, the surge-limit line is shifted to a higher pressure ratio
for the same weight flow. The improvement in surge-limit line and the
increased efficiency attained by configuration C will result in some
reduction in the engine acceleration problem for an engine using this
compressor.

The compressor performance at design speed is not affectedly the
increase in loati~ from configuration B to Cj however, decreasing the
loading in configuration D results in a drop in peak design-speed effi-
ciency. These results indicate that the exit stages in the original
configuration, B, were set to operate below their design point, and,
therefore, improvements in part-speed performance couldbe obtained by
loading the exit stages from configuration B.to C without penalizing the
design-speed performance.

The over-all performance changes attainable with exit-stage loading
can be qualitatively evaluated on the basis of the stage group curves.

z l%creasing the loading in the exit stages corresponds to shifting the
characteristic curve for this group of stages to the right or higher
values of the flow coefficient. A higher weight flow can therefore be.

. .
.- -.
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*
passed through the loaded exit stage~j and, because these stages deter”-
mine theflow limit for the entire compressor at low speeds, the maxi-

t mum weight flow is increased at these low speeds. The changes in the ~ “:
characteristicscurve for the exit stages, because of changes in,radial
distributionsbrought about by blade resetting, shouldbe small for the _ ‘,
high hub-tip-diameterratio for these stages. ..—

Figure 11 presents the maximum flow coefficient at the entrance to
the sixteenth stage against compressor spee_dfor the loaded @nd unloaded ._ ~ ‘=
(configurationsC.andIl) exit-stage compressors. Stage data were not {
obtained for configurationB, but they may be expected to lie between
those of configurations C!and D. As expected, at all speeds within the
range at which the data.were taken, the maximum flow coefficient is
higher for configuration C.

Although the.equivalent performsmce curves for the ffist group of
stages are the same for all three configurations,the weight-flow changes
obtained with each of these configurationsalter the flow coefficient at
which the stage group will operate at eac~ speed. Figure 12 presents
the inlet flow ctiefficient”at surge against.compressor speed for the
three exit-stage-configurationcompressors---The performance curVe.fOr_
the inlet group of stages was traced as a mean curve through the data
of figure 5(a), which were obtained from m—inlet configuration identi6al
to that of B, C, smdD. At speeds below 75 percent, the surge inlet flow
coefficient increases with increased loading. Because the slope of the-
inlet-group performance curve at low flows EZssociatedwith these speeds
changes only slightly with flow, aridcompressor surge at the low s~eedE
occurs when the summation of the slopes of the individual stages becomes
nearly zero, the changes in surge pressure ratio are proportional to the
changes in weight flow obtained in the t,breecotiigurationsjand, there-
fore, little change in the surge-limit line of weight flow and over-all
pressure ratio is noted.in figure 10.

.
At intermediate speeds,surge has beeri.~oundto occur when the

. sharp discontinuity in performance of the first six or seven stages is_
reached. Because:the cotiiguration in the @let stages was the same for
all three exit-stage modifications, surge at the intermediate speeds
occurs at the same inlet flow coefficient for configurationsB, C!,and-D.
The speed at which the inlet-stall flow coefficient is reached decreases
with increased exit-stageloading, because the “incr-easedloading results
in increased weight flow at auy intermediate speed. Also, the higher
the exit-stage load~g, the higher will.be the over-all pressure ratio
at the flow at the surge point at the intermediate speeds. Insufficient
speeds were studied to define completely the intermediate-speedsurge
line for configurationsB, C, andD. It is iridicat”ed,however} that
these modifications did not materially alter the general shape of the
surge line but did change the speed at which the bee in the surge line-.
occurred.
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.
At high speeds (design and over) the exit stages will operate at

or near the stall point and will.be an important determinant of surge.
1 Therefore, the improvement that can be attained at intermediate speeds

by resetting of exit-stage stators is limited by the deficietiies in
performance that will be incurred at high compressor speeds.

Inlet-stage unloading. - Reference 2 has indicated that unloading
the inlet stages by resetting of stator blades also results in improve-
ments in part-speed perfo~ce but in deficiencies in high-speed per-
formance. However, this analysis was one-dimensional and, therefore,
neglected radial changes which may be quite large in these low hub-tip-
ratio stages. Also the analysis did not take into account the stage
interaction effects, which were found to be large in the present inves-
tigation.

In order to evaluate experimentally the effects of inlet-stage
unloading by resetting of stator blades on stage and over-all perform-
ance, the guide vanes and the stator blades in the first four stages
were reset the following amounts, respectively: 90, lo~, 100, 100,
and 5°. The blades in all other stages are the same as those of con-
figuration B. This modification is herein celled configurationE. The
over-all performance of configurationsE and B is compared in figure 13.
The decreased loading in the inlet stages results in large (7 to 10 per-
centage points) improvements in part-speed efficiencies however, atk
design speed the flow is decreased approximately 13 ~ercent, and the peak

1
efficiency is reduced by 4- percentage points. The decrease in flow at

: 2
s

design speed is expected, inasmuch as the inlet stage of the original
configuration was operating on the maximm-flow portion of its per-
formance curve (fig. 4(a]). Resetting the guide vane corresponds
approximately to shifting the stage performance curve to lower values
of the flow coefficient therefore, the maximum flow coefficient is
decreased, and-the maximum flow-at design speed is reduced.

The equivalent stage curve for the first four stages of configgma-
tion E and that of the original inlet-stage configuration (data of
fig. 5(a)) are presented in figure 14. The flow coefficients at surge
for confi~ations B &nd E are also shown. Unloading the inlet stages
has shifted the stage curve to lower values of flow coefficient. The
maximum flow coefficient for configuration B is 0.71, and for configura-
tion is 0.62. The peak-pressure-ratio point has also been shifted
from 0.60 for confi@ration B to 0.52 for configuration E, but the peak
pressure ratio for the unloaded inlet stages is only 2.06 as compared
with 2.26 for the original inlet stages.

x In order to determine the reason for this decrease in pressure
ratio, the radial distributions of angle of attack at the inlet to the

.
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first rotor were calculated for the 0° and 9°
.

guide-vane settings. It
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was assumed that the air would be turned by the guide vanes”with no
deviation and that simple radial equilibrimwould be satisfied at the.-
inlet to the first rotor. The.results of this -calculationfor both
guide-vane settings, at design weight flow.(155 lb/see) and speed and
at the actual metisuredweight flow(142 lb/see) at design speed for the
9° setting, are presented in figure 15. At design weight flow at
design speed, resetting the guide vanes.9° decreases the first r@or ...
angle of attack 7.5° at the tip and 16.5° at_the htib. As a.re-tilt,
with the reset guide vane the rotor hub.section would be:operating at .,
an angle of attack of -7°, and a large port-ionof.the blade would be
turbining. Therefore, the inlet stage could not handle this weight
flow, and as has been shown, the max@um weight flow at design speed
with this configurationis decreased to,142 loundsper second, .Atthis
lower weight flow the tip angle of attack on.the first-stage rotor is
approximately the same as that at design c.o”nditionsfor the
OO-incidence-angleguide-vane-setting. Theangle of attack decrease.s~---
rapi~y with dec~eased radius, so that the angle of attack at the hub
with,the reset guide vane is 10° below that of the configurationw’ith
the original setting. At the flow for whic~ the angle of attack at the
tip reaches its stall value, the angles of attack at other radii will
be lower for the case-of the reset guide vane. At stall, therefore, ~
the decreased-loadinginlet stages may be qected to have the lower -
pressure ratio; and inasmuch as tip stall am.d”thepeaking of the
pressure-ratio curve occur at practicably the ssme’flow; a lower peak ““
pressure ratio is expected.from”the confi~ation having.the 9° guide
vane=

Figure 14 also presents the flow coeff@ient at surge against speed
for configurationsB and E, The behavior of the surge flow coefficient
is similar for both compressors. At the low speeds the surge flow
coefficient increases progressively with speed. At intermediate speeds
when the maximum flow is higher than that for.inlet stage group stalil.,
the surge flow coefficient occurs at stall of the inlet stages and is
not a f$..mctionof speed.except for the.fact.that the stall angle of
attack is affected by Mach number and, hence, compressor speed. Inas-..”
much as a limited number of speeds were-investigated,the speed at which
inlet stage.group stall is most critical is_not clearly defined. How-
ever, it is seen that-this point.is at a low~r spee”dfor the configura-
tion with unloaded inlet stages.

It may be-concluded that inlet-stage”unbading by the resetting of
ste,torblades reshlts in a change in radial~distributionof flow which.
decreases the rangeof operation.of the inlet stage with respect to both
flow and maximum attainable equiwent pressure ratio.” As a conse~uence,
if the compressor were operating at the maximum flow for the original
configuration,the weight flow at “designspeed’wouldbe dec,reas-edby -
unloadin&of the i~let stages, and Little change in the basic shape of
the surge line .woul~be”attained except that ‘tieknee in the surge line
would occur at a slightly lower speed, as “shownin figure 13., _
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.
Combined inlet-stage unloading and exit loading. - In order to

determine the effect on compressor performance of combined loa&g in
i the exit stage, which was previously found favorable, and some compro-

mise unloading of the inlet stages, two configurationswere investi-
gated which are herein calledF and G. The stator blades in the twelfth
through fifteenth stages of both configurationswere reset,-3°, and the
guide vanes and first four stage stator blqdes of configuration F were
reset the following amounts: 6°, 60, 4°, 40, smd 3°, respectively.
The stator-blade configuration of configuration G was the same as F,
except that the second, third, and fourth stage stators were returned
to their original settings.

The over-all data obtained for configurationsF aud G are presented
in figure 16, and the faired performance curves for configuration B
(from fig. 7) ’arereplotted in figure 16 for comparison purposes.

,At speeds of 50’and 65 @ercent, configurationF results in the
higher peak efficiencies. At 76 percent speed, the trend is reversed,
and the peak efficiency for configuration G is considerably higher than
that for configuration F. The reason for this change”lies in the.fact
that, at the intermediate speeds, the inlet stage is operating at its
stall point, so that the stage may stall or unstall with very small.
changes in flow or “speed. Therefore, a comparison of efficiencies for
two configurations.at approximately the same speed may exhibit marked
differences, depending on whether the inlet stage is stalled or
unstalled. Inasmuch as data were obtained at a limited nuniberof speeds,
changes in efficiency are difficult to evaluate in this critical range
of speeds. At higher speeds the efficiencies for configurations F and G
are very similar.

Comparison of the two confi~ations having unloaded inlet stages
and loaded exit stages (F and G) with configuration B indicates that the
peak efficiencies at speeds from 5Q to 90 percent are higher for con-
figwratioqs F and G. At design speed the maximum weight flows for
configurationsF ahd G sre approximately the same (148 lb/see) and are L
about 10 percent below that of configuration B (164 lb/see). It has
previously been shown that the decrease in maximum weight flow inaybe .
expected when the guide-vane turning is increased. The peak efficiency
at design speed for configurationsF and G is 2 percentage points lower
than that of configurationB.

The changes in the surge-limit line attained with configurations’F
and G from that of configuration B are similar to those noted with con-
figuration E. At’low speed there is little difference “inthe surge-
limit line. At the intermediate speeds there is a large change in the

u relation between surge pressure ratio and surge weight flow, becatisethe
knee in the surge line has been shifted to a lower speedby the unloading
of the inlet stages and loading of the exit stages. Therefore, changes

.
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in relative loading:when achievedby stator-blderesetting, do not
chsage the genem,l shape of the surge li~ej and, if the stages are
properly matched originally,improvementsin performanceover one sp~ed
rshge can be made only at the expense of the perfonance at some other
speed range.

However, it would be possible to use variable guide-vaneand
stator-bladesettings dependenton compressor.syeed,so that the optimum
performanceis obtained at all speeds. A comparisonof configurationsF
and G (fig. 16), which &Lffer only in that configurationF has reset
stators in all.of the first four stages, whereas configurationG has
reset stators only i?ithe first stage, indicatesthat the bulk of the
improvementin performance,particularlyat the critical intermediate
speeds, can be obtainedby resetting only the guide vanes and first-
stage stator bladesi Inasmuch as it has been ehown that the surge limit

-..

at the intermediatespeeds occurs when the inlet stage stal.lsjit may.
be assumed that control of the inlet guide vane alone is sufficientto
obtain significantimprovementsin performanceat these speeds.

Effect of DecreasedExit-StageRotor”Solidity

ConfigurationsA and C differ only in that the number of rotor
blades in configurationA is 20 percent lower in each of the fourteenth
through sixteenthstages. The over-allperformanceof these two con-
figurationsis presented in figure 17, The rewction in so~idity
results in slightlyhigher efficienciesand weight flows over most of
the speed range investigated,with little change in the surge-limit
ltnei These results are expected, inasinmhas the effect of the change
in solidity (from 1.28 to 1.02) on cascadeperformance (ref. 8) and
single-stagetests (ref. 9) was shown to be small over this range of
solidifies. The single-stagetests of reference 9 indicatethat some
increase in flow and efficiencyis attained at low angles of attack.
Because tie exit stages of a multistage compressoroperate at these low
angles of attack at part speed} it may be expectedthat improved com-
pressor performance-atlow ~peeds will result from decreased solidity
in the exit stages. Reference 8 also’indicateb.thatthe pressure-rise
stall angle of attack decreaseswith decreasing-solidity,and it may
be expectedthat at high speeds (designand over), when the exit stages
approachthe stall angle of attack, the decreased soliditywill have a
detrimentaleffect on performance, . “:Y: ..-

CONCLUDINGREMARKS -

-..

-,
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,. . ..-
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Interstatedata obtained in this investigationof a high-pressure- ~
ratio compressor.have indicatedthat the knee in the surge-limitline at -
intermediatespeeds was a result of stall of the inlet s~age and inter- “., — -

—.
y -.

action effects propagatedby the instabilityof the stall of the inlet
stage, which adversely affect the perform&nceof five or six of the

—.:.,.= .—
following stages. This conclusionis based on stage @ata obtained in

~..

--
-.
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every stage of one compressorand verifiedby l&nited stage data obtained
from various modificationsof the same compressor. The performance of
these various compressor configurationsindicatedthat little change in
the g=eral shape of the surge-limitline could be attainedby the inves-
tigated range of stator-bladeresetting and that the severe surge limit
persisted for the speeds at which inlet-stagestall with its attendant “
interactioneffects occurred.

Further substantiationof stage interactioneffects was indicatdby
the fact that a previously reported stage-stackingsnalysis,which
neglected these effects, correctlypredicted off-designperformance at
low and high speedsbut not at the intermediatespeeds at which it has
been found that the interactioneffects are extremely significant.

It appears, therefore, that once the area ratio and blade cambers
are set, little improvementin performance at the intermediatespeeds
without penalties in performance at higher speeds can be attained by
stator-bladeresetting and it is doubtful that changes in blade csmber
would be beneficial unless some method of control of stage stall and
interactioneffects is thereby obtained.

The use of variable-blade-geometrycompressorsto rematch the com-
pressor stages at various speeds, variable tuzbine nozzles and exhaust
nozzle and compressordischarge air bleed to rematch the compressorand
turbine at various speeds, and interstage compressorbleed to rematch
the compressorstages smd the compressorand turbine at various speeds
can produce a engine which will acceleratethrough the intermediate
speed region, in spite of sm unfavorable surge line. However, all these
methods add to the already complicatedturbojet-enginecontrol problem.

Some design control over the severity of the intermediatespeed
surge limit can be achieved by optimizingthe stage-matchingpoints so
that better performance is obtained at the critical intermediatespeeds.
The largest gains in intermediatespeed performancecan, however, be
obtainedby the use of stage designs which are not so susceptibleto the
effect of the unstable stall of some other stage. The attainment of such
stages rewires a more complete tiowledge of’stage stall and interaction
effects.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The over-all performance of a 16-stage axial-flow compressor designed
for a total-pressureratio of 8.75 indicatedthat low part-speed efficien-
cies and a severe surge limit at the intermediatespeeds would pose serious
accelerationproblems for an engine in which this compressorwould be
used. Analysis of inte~stagedata obtained from this compressorpro-
duced the following results:

—

1. Because of stage interactioneffects, stall of the inlet stage
resulted in a deficiency in performanceof.at least the following five
stages. The drop in performsac

-;ast”es “te’m’ ‘it’

—.
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stall of the inlet stage resulted in.a highly positive slope for these
stages when the flow was decreasedto the point at which the inlet stage”
stalled;thus, compressorsurge was initiated. The most.severe surge
limit occurred at the speed for which the maxipum flow was only slightly
higher than that for inlet-stagestall. .’

.,
2. Individual:stage data indtcatedthat the inleb stage operated

over a wide range of flow coefficients,from a maximum value at design
speed to valuesbelow that for stall at low speeds. The flow coefficient
also decreasedwith decreasing speed for stages 2 through 7: Stages 8
through 10 operated over.a narrow range of equivalent.pressur~ ratio,
independentof speed, which was on the peak-pressure-ratioand maxiw-
efficiencyportion of the stage characteristicscurve. Stages 11 through”
16 operated on the negative-slopeside of the~eak pressure ratio, and
stages 15 and 16 were turbining over most of the flow and speed range.

Several compressormodificationsinvolvtig sta~or-bladeresetting
were attemptedwith the following results:

3. Increasingthe loading of the exit stages resulted h tip~ved
part-speedperformance,with no penalty in design-speedperformance
within the limits of exit-stageloading attempted. No data were obtained”-
at design-speedsurge or at speeds above desi@ where loading of the exit
stages may have a detrimentaleffect. Various combinationsof inlet-
stage unloading and exit-stageloading in t~is c~mpressorresulted in.
large improvementsin part-speed efficiency,but not without penalty in
performancein the high-speedrange. The blade mo~ications also in&L-
cated that the general shape of %he surge line.couldnot be altered
appreciablyby stator-bladeadjustment,except tmt the speed at which the
discontinuity,occurred couldbe slightly decreasedby both inlet-stage
unloading and exit-stageloqding. ●

4. It was indicatedthat a stage-matchingsnalysis,previously
reported,predicted changes in performancewith blade resetting at the
low and high speeds. At intermediateSpeeds where stage interaction “- “
effects’were found to be large, the matching analysiswhich did not con-
sider these effects did not accuratelypredict the surge line. .- .-—

5. A solidity reduction of 20 percent by a decrease‘inthe number ‘ . -–_
-..—

of rotor blades in the last three stagesresulted in a very slight
improvementh over-all.perforimnceover the range of speeds investigated. “-”--- .:

..._

Lewis Flight PropulsionLaborato~
National Advisory Committeefor Aerodaut~cs “-

— —.-

Cleveland,Ohio .,- ,... —
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APPENDIX A

i

EQUIVALENT STAGE PERFORMANCE PARAMZERS

2
CAco

Inasmuch as the flow range of any given stage cannot be controlled
independently of speed in a multistage axial-flow compressor, some
method of correlation of stage performance independent of speed is .-,

necessary, if stage-matching characteristics,areto be analyzed.
.

There-
fore, equivalent stage performance prsmeters of flow, pressure ratio,
and temperature rise, which can be computed from obtainable data, are —

developed from.the mean stage vector diagram.

The temperature rise across the stage is obtained from the vector
diagrsm (fig. 18) and Euleris turbine equation as:

gJ~ AT ‘Uorvt,or - ‘irvt,ir (Al)

Also, from the vector diagrsm

‘tjir = Va,ir tan a (M)

‘tjor = ‘or -

If equations (A2) and
are rearranged, the result

gJcp AT

$,

(A3) are

a,or tan pv (A3)

substituted in (Al)and the terms
may be expressed

The following assumptions are now made:
.

1. Radial flows are assumed to be unaffectedly speed so that the
wheel speed ratio ‘Or!”ir is constant. ---

2. Compressibility effects are neglected, and the axial velocity
ratio Va,or.Va ~ is constant.d )

3. The ’solidityof the blade rows is sufficiently high that the
absolute air angle leaving the stator blades a and the relative air

..
.

angle leaving the rotor blades p are constant.
...—

——— —
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Then ‘-

(..)aTfva
q= T

ir– -.

.-

(A5)

Therefore, the ratio.of.the temperature rise across a stage to the
square of average wheel speed at the inlet-to the stage is a funct”ion
only of the ratio of average axial velocity to average wheel speed.

The variable on the right side of equ6.tion
in terms of conventional performance parameters
tinuity equation —

W = pgVaA

or

()Va w“
T ‘m

(A5) can be expressed
by the use of the con-

Converting to equivalent flow and speed pa@m@ters, ,

and substituting from the perfect gas law

the following result is obtained:

(IF-’+
WJ-F %
6 ir -T ir

u—
)

Ps air
ir

-,

—

..- ..-

--

. ..

or i?

.
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+

Evaluation of the density ratio term ~+r-l 2
2 % requires deter- —

mhation of the average static pressure at the inlet to the stage.
Because of the difficulty of obtaining the average static pressure, this
term was neglected, smd the flow coefficient presented herein is defined
as follows:

Because the changes in Mach number and flow coefficient are con-
tinuous with speed for most,of the stages, neglecting the density ratio

“ term will merely tend to decrease slightly the range of values of the
flow coefficient. The error involved for a small change in speed will
not be serious. This is not necessarily true in the exit stages of the

L compressor, where large changes in Mach nuniberat approximately the same
flow coefficient occux with speed. As will be noted in the stage curves
presented herein for the exit stages, the effect of neglecting the
density-ratio term is to displace the choke or maximum-flow values
depending on speed.

The flow coefficient was evaluated
the mean wheel speed at the entrance to
averaged total te~erature and pressure

Inasmuch as

from the orifice weight flow,
the stage, and the arithmetically
entering the stage.

.—

—.,.

—.

—.
The flow coefficient can be expressed

(A7)
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The equivalent temperature-riseratio is developed
left of equation (A4) in the following ~r:

AT
—= f(tpm)
U:r

hhdtipl.y~ equation (l@) by Tir/Tir}

AT
~

()

~= f’(’?m)
n

rTir

()

‘ir
2

and multiplying by —

c ‘ir d>

NACARME52L03

..
from the term on th,e , ~ .-,:

●

—
—

. (J@ —___ . - —

—
—.

= f#!??)

:
b
N,

...... -—-—

-.

(A9) - ,.
,-—

v

—

The ratio
()

AT is herein defined as-thd equivalent temperature-rise
J

~e ---.. -. . ,+
ratio snd can be expressed as the temperature-rise.ratio that woul.d.bel ._ .,-.._
obtained at any given.flow coefficient at desia speed within the limits .
of the assumptions previously listed.

with
Mach

The equivalent pressure ratio can be developed in a similar manner, _ . _---
the further assumption that the st%e.efficiency iS tidep~dmt Of.
number and is only a function of pm:

.
-. —

- -.

but *

.

co

.—
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.

. uAT-T-~,ad=ye=[(%):+-l=ol=fz~m’ ‘no) ~~:“”
and the equivalent pressure ratio becomes

(All)

The adiabatic stage.efficiencywas com~ted as

Ye
7=~=&uT-e -T-

(i2)

The efficiencies calculated from the equivalent values and measured . __,
values are identical, because the speed correction terms used for the
equivalent pressure function and for the temperature-rise ratio will
cancel each other.

...

.

w

—
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APPENDRI B

SYMBOLS

following symbols are used in this report:

annulus mea, Sq

specific heat at

functions of ~m

accelerationdue

.

%
u
N_..-.—

. ...-=f-t

constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(°F)

to gravity, ft/sec2 “

mechanical equivalentof heat, ft-lb/Btu

chord of first-stagerotor at tip, ft.

Mach nunber based on absolute velocity

total pressure, in~ Eg abs

static pressure, in. Hg abs

volume flow based on total density, cu ft/sec

gas constant

total temperature,‘R

wheel speed, ft/sec

absolute resultant velocity,ft/sec

resultant velocity relative to first rfior at tip, ft/sec

weight flow, lb/see

[r]r-l

(
Pn r

pressure function
p=

-1
.“

...— .: .=

J.
—

.

.

-.

.-

——
.—

absolute air angle
deg

relative air angle
deg

enteringrotor measured from axial direction,
-—
“-

leaving rotor measured from axial direction,

.—
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.

.

P“

%

v

9

Subscripts:

a

ad

d

e

ir

or

m

s

t

o

1,2,3 . . . n

ratio of s~ecific heats

ratio of total pressure to

adiabatic temperature-rise

ratio of total temperature
ture

density, 1%-sec2/ft4

standard sea-levelpressure

efficiency

to standard sea-leveltempera-

density based on total temperature.and pressure,
lb-sec2/ft4

ahsolute viscosity,

flow coefficient

axial

adiabaticprocess

design conditions

lb-sec/sqft

equivalent,indicatesthat parameter to which it is
affixed+hasbeen correctedfor speed

inlet to rotor

exit of rotor

mean

standard sea-level conditions

tangential

compressor inlet

exit of first, second, third . . . any stage

4!!!!!!!!!!!
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●

TABLE I - SUMMARY OF INLET CONDITIONS

.

r
“-

co
s

F

mrect ed Inlet total Inlet total Approximate Reynolds
speed, pressure, temperature, nunber relative to
?ercent in. Hg abs q OR first rotor row at tip,
iesign pv’lno-3

v

50 28.0 -40 420 570

65 15.0 -40 420 400

75 13.4 -40 420 410

77.5 13.0 -50 410 400

80 12.5 -50 ~lo 380

81 12.3 -50 410 390

82 12.2 -50 410 390

83 12.1 -50 410 390

84 11.9 -50 410 390

85 11.8 -50 410 390

90 10.6 -50 410 370

100 8.1 -50 410 300
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